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An Amish Country Christmas
Raising hopes for disease treatment and prevention, but also the specter of discrimination and "designer genes," genetic testing is potentially
one of the most socially explosive developments of our time. This book presents a current assessment of this rapidly evolving field, offering
principles for actions and research and recommendations on key issues in genetic testing and screening. Advantages of early genetic
knowledge are balanced with issues associated with such knowledge: availability of treatment, privacy and discrimination, personal
decisionmaking, public health objectives, cost, and more. Among the important issues covered: Quality control in genetic testing. Appropriate
roles for public agencies, private health practitioners, and laboratories. Value-neutral education and counseling for persons considering
testing. Use of test results in insurance, employment, and other settings.

The Englisch Daughter
When Micah Miller's brother and sister-in-law are killed in a buggy accident, he's devastated. But he fulfills the promise he made when their
twins were born seven years earlier: to raise Abby and Isaac should tragedy strike. Still, coping with the children's grief as well as his own,
requires extra support. Micah takes them to a counselor who recommends animal therapy. He's surprised to find an Amish farm that offers
just that . . . Hope Graber had to find a way to save the family farm after her daed's health forced him to stop breeding horses. Providing
animal therapy proved to be the answer--thanks to the help of expert trainer Logan Russell. Together, they not only pay the bills, they make
positive changes in children's lives. Hope loves working with each child, but she takes a special interest in the Miller twins. She even makes
Micah smile again--and he does the same for her. In fact, as Micah emerges from his depression, he longs to make them one happy family.
But will Hope's debt to her Englisch trainer, and their close partnership, stand in the way?
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His Pretend Amish Bride
Patricia Johns' sensitive storytelling brings depth and heart to this tender story of second chances, as an Amish woman embarks on marriage
with the gruff farmer next door Once, Leah Riehl prayed for a husband. The man she loved chose another, wanting the children that Leah
can't provide. But she's found a measure of peace, keeping house for her brother, Simon, and teaching in a nearby town. Now though,
Simon's debts to an Englisher gambling ring have left Leah with a desperate dilemma--and a surprising offer from her scarred, reclusive
neighbor. Jebadiah King needs to marry in order to claim his family farm. A union, for appearances only, will help them both. Jeb knows his
scars make him a less than ideal husband, but he can be a useful one. It's the least that Leah deserves. But despite the promises he made to
himself, Jeb can't help longing for his lovely, warmhearted new wife. His first marriage brought heartbreak, but Leah's gentle smiles spark
hope again. Are they willing to take the leap that love requires--and open themselves to all the challenges and joy a true marriage could
bring?

Her Secret Twins (Mills & Boon Love Inspired)
Marlene Burki came to Baker's Corner looking for sanctuary. She wasn't expecting to find freedom. Pregnant and desperate, Marlene would
never have left her husband Jeremy if she'd had any choice. Even now, she's riddled with guilt over the fact that she's breaking the sacred
covenant of marriage, and she knows Jeremy will never forgive her. But her love for the child inside her drives her to do whatever it takes to
keep the unborn baby safe - even if it means she has to lie to everyone she loves. Her future is uncertain, her past is agony, and her present
secret grows ever more difficult to keep. And when Marlene meets Zebadiah Hartzler, with his kind ways and gentle presence, is doesn't
make things any easier for Marlene. As the consequences of her secret grow and tragedy upon tragedy strikes her, Marlene can't see how
she will ever escape the web of suffering she's spun around herself. It will take a miracle of healing, a divine plan, and an ocean of love to
turn her life around

His Unexpected Amish Twins
Welcome to Willow Ridge, Missouri! In this cozy Amish town along the banks of the river, the Old Ways are celebrated at the Sweet Seasons
Bakery Café, and love is a gift God gives with grace. . . Summer Of Secrets Summer has come to Willow Ridge, but Rachel Lantz is looking
forward to a whole new season in her life--marriage to strapping carpenter Micah Brenneman, her childhood sweetheart. When a strange
Englischer arrives in the café claiming to be the long-lost sister of Rachel and her twin Rhoda, Rachel feels the sturdy foundation of her future
crumbling--including Micah's steadfast love. As the days heat up and tempers flare, Rachel and Micah will learn that even when God's plan
isn't clear, it will always lead them back to each other. . . "A heartwarming new voice for fans of Beverly Lewis." --Emma Miller

The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes
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In a small Amish town like picturesque Lancaster, Pennsylvania, one solution to an indiscretion is to make a good marriage. Or perhaps, fake
a respectable engagement . . . Priscilla Ebersol has a fulfilling life teaching special needs children--until her boyfriend's humiliating betrayal
ruins her reputation and threatens her job. Ostracized for something she didn't do, Priscilla throws herself into a project on the benefits of
camel's milk for autism. Her research leads her to a fledgling local camel farm, where she discovers far more than she bargained for . . .
When a pushy Englisch company shows interest in shy, handsome Gabriel Kauffman's camel farm, he struggles to get out of a sticky
negotiation. Lovely, well-spoken Priscilla appears at the perfect moment, and defends Gabe's business so well that she is mistaken for his
wife. It's a ruse the two quietly continue, all the while secretly wishing it could be true. But though their bond deepens, Priscilla's heart is still
wounded, and Gabe battles with a troubling secret. And when a misunderstanding comes between them, it will take faith, honesty, and trust
in the future to overcome the past--and allow their partnership to blossom into something more . . .

Serpent in the Garden
Enjoy this lovely Amish romance from bestselling author Patricia Davids, the conclusion of The Amish Bachelors series When an Amish
widow’s home is in jeopardy, there’s only one man who can help… Widow Clara Fisher’s late uncle promised his farm to her—but she can’t
find the documents to prove it! Desperate to stop her Englisch cousin from selling it, she seeks the help of auctioneer Paul Bowman. Paul’s
always been a wandering spirit, but will sweet, stubborn Clara and her children suddenly fill his empty life with family and love? From Love
Inspired: Uplifting stories of faith, forgiveness, and hope. Experience more heartwarming Amish romances in the rest of the Amish Bachelors
series: An Amish Harvest An Amish Noel His Amish Teacher Their Pretend Amish Courtship Amish Christmas Twins An Unexpected Amish
Romance

The Amish Widow's Heart and Finding Her Amish Love
THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER 'A book that could actually make us happy' SIMON AMSTELL 'This amazing book will change your life'
ELTON JOHN 'One of the most important texts of recent years' BRITISH JOURNAL OF GENERAL PRACTICE 'Brilliant, stimulating, radical'
MATT HAIG 'The more people read this book, the better off the world will be' NAOMI KLEIN 'Wonderful' HILLARY CLINTON 'Eye-opening'
GUARDIAN 'Brilliant for anyone wanting a better understanding of mental health' ZOE BALL 'A game-changer' DAVINA MCCALL
'Extraordinary' DR MAX PEMBERTON 'Beautiful' RUSSELL BRAND Depression and anxiety are now at epidemic levels. Why? Across the
world, scientists have uncovered evidence for nine different causes. Some are in our biology, but most are in the way we are living today.
Lost Connections offers a radical new way of thinking about this crisis. It shows that once we understand the real causes, we can begin to
turn to pioneering new solutions – ones that offer real hope.

Never an Amish Bride
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"Grace Lantz always imagined her wedding day would be a blissfully happy occasion. But after a tornado swept through town, she finds
herself relieved that the ceremony is delayed. After all, her groom-to-be hasn't even bothered to check on her. Instead, it's the handsome
volunteer Zeke Bontrager who selflessly offers Grace his strong shoulders to lean on. Zeke came to Hidden Springs to assist a community in
need. He didn't expect to meet his soul mate. Determined to ignore his feelings, Zeke promises to help reunite kind, beautiful Grace with her
groom. But after spending time together, Grace confesses that she might not want to marry her fiancé after all. Can Zeke convince her that
her true love is standing right in front of her? And can she find the courage to follow her heart?"--

The Amish Widower's Twins and The Amish Bachelor's Choice
Overcome the past and any other obstacles that stand in the way of the future God has planned for you. Three years after the accident that
almost claimed her life, Emma Esh has recovered physically but has no memory of the year before the accident. When she moves to a new
community to help her sister Lydia and brother-in-law, Caleb, prepare for the birth of twins, she falls for their neighbor Samuel. But the twins'
premature birth, a visit from the Englischer Emma once dated, and the sudden return of her memory threaten Emma's romance. After the
secrets of her past are revealed, will love be able to overcome all obstacles?

The Nanny's Amish Family
Scandal drove Catrina Witmer from her life as a wealthy Englischer's pampered daughter to reluctant membership in Pennsylvania's thriving
new Amish settlement. Surprisingly, Catrina finds contentment and peace in this promising new land, though she won't risk telling anyone
about her past. But the unexpected sparks between her and bashful warm-hearted farmer Eli Webber suddenly have her dreaming of an
impossible chance at happiness -- as his wife.

Summer of Secrets
As a family faces their darkest moments, this elegant novel paints a story of God's healing in the face of suffering.

A Stranger's Gift
Aimed at anyone who is interested in the Amish experience, The Lives of Amish Women will help readers understand better the costs and
benefits of being an Amish woman in a modern world and will challenge the stereotypes, myths, and imaginative fictions about Amish women
that have shaped how they are viewed by mainstream society.

Gift from Above
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True Stories of Faith in Unexpected Places In this very personal, welcoming book, Pulitzer Prize–winning author Tom Hallman, Jr., shares his
journey of faith from indifferent agnostic to growing believer. Faith, Hallman tells us, is looking in the mirror in the morning and wondering
why. It’s about doubt and hope. It’s catching a glimpse of a beacon piercing the fog of life and walking toward it, never knowing if you’re
headed in the right direction, but pressing onward. You’ll meet ordinary people and be drawn into conversations that ask probing, almost
intrusive questions—conversations that linger in your mind and resonate with your heart—from the ache of a mother who watched her baby
die after only twenty days of struggling for life to the peaceful strength of a man working with those whose present situations mirror his past.
Within these pages, you’ll find real and honest accounts of everyday people whose discoveries of faith will inspire and comfort you on your
own journey. *** The security lock thumped open, and I stepped into Level 3, a neonatal unit where I had been drawn to a drama played out
minute by minute. As I stood above two cribs along a back wall, I wondered less about doctors, nurses, and medicine and more about God.
Two babies had been born with a congenital diaphragmatic hernia. Both had been placed on a heart-lung bypass machine to let their organs
rest. One boy had no name. His mother was a crack addict. After giving birth, she abandoned her baby and never returned to the hospital. In
the adjacent crib lay Jonah Van Arnam. His parents were active members of a church and visited their son daily to pray for him and the
nurses and doctors. One afternoon, a nurse pulled me aside and told me a miracle was taking place: the crack addict’s baby was getting
better. But . . . Jonah was dying. Why had God abandoned this couple and their son? Where was this so-called loving God? —from chapter 6

His New Amish Family
In Willow Ridge, Missouri, the Christmas season is a time when faith brings peace, family brings warmth and new romance brings sparkling
joy. . . Twins For Christmas For spirited Martha Coblentz and her twin Mary, the snow has delivered the perfect holiday and birthday present
to their door--handsome brothers Nate and Bram Kanagy. But when unforeseen trouble interrupts their season's good cheer, it will take
unexpected intervention--and sudden understanding--to give all four the blessing of a lifetime. . . Kissing The Bishop As the year's first snow
settles, Nazareth Hooley and her sister are given a heaven-sent chance to help newly widowed Tom Hostetler tend his home. But when her
hope that she and Tom can build on the caring between them seems a dream forever out of reach, Nazareth discovers that faith and love can
make any miracle possible. . . "A heartwarming new voice for fans of Beverly Lewis." --Emma Miller Delicious holiday treat recipes included!
Praise for The Seasons of the Heart series "Another great book centered around the Sweet Seasons Café." --RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars
Praise for Naomi King "A heartwarming story, beautifully told."--JoAnn Grote, author of "Image of Love"

The Amish Marriage Bargain
The perfect family awaitsif only he'll risk his heart. Pregnant and recently widowed, Grace Fisher is determined to provide for her family on
her own. Thankfully, her jam business is popular in her Amish community. But it's difficult keeping up with her work, her farm chores, and her
two mischievous children. Especially now that they've taken to idolizing their neighbor Elijah. While the handsome farmer is kind and
generous, he seems intent on holding Grace and her little ones at a distance Elijah Beiler has always admired his neighbor Grace. So
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standing by while she struggles to support her family isn't an option. Offering to take over her farm duties, Elijah is determined to help while
remaining detached. He knows all too well that love only leads to heartbreak. Yet the more time he spends with Grace and her children, the
harder he finds it to leave each day. But can Elijah overcome past hurts and open his heart to this ready-made family? "A beautiful story of
forgiveness and second chances." -Shelley Shepard Gray, New York Times bestselling author, on The Amish Teacher's Gift The Love &
Promises series:The Amish Teacher's GiftThe Amish Midwife's SecretThe Amish Widow's Rescue

Summer Promise
In this new novel set in the beloved Oklahoma Amish community of Wells Landing, three generations of women challenge themselves and
each other to make a fresh start in faith, family--and love. Jenna Burkhart is tired of being "special" and hearing about what she can't do.
Even though she suffered a head injury in a childhood swimming accident, she wants a life of her own just like any Amish woman. But now
that she, her mamm, and her mammi have moved to Wells Landing, she's having a hard time fitting in. . . . Until she meets Buddy Miller, a
boy just like her, who gives her the confidence to reach for the impossible . . . Like Jenna, Buddy is used to being the boy no one expects
much from, the one people see as "different." Still, being around Jenna's lively, kind-hearted ways makes him strive ever-harder to become
the self-sufficient Amish man she deserves. But in the face of family disapproval and their own fears, will Jenna and Buddy's courage be
enough to give them a forever happiness together? Praise for Amy Lillard and her Wells Landing novels "An inspirational story of romance,
faith, and trust . . . will appeal to fans of Wanda Brunstetter and Beverly Lewis." --Library Journal "Fans of inspirational romance will
appreciate Lillard's vivid characters and positive message." --Publishers Weekly

An Unexpected Amish Romance
USA Today bestselling author Ophelia London brings a sweet, heartfelt, and surprisingly funny take to the popular Amish romance cannon.

A Double Dose of Love
Bound by an inheritanceand two adorable little babies.

Lost Connections
From USA Today and internationally bestselling author Leonard Goldberg comes The Daughter of Sherlock Holmes, a new thrilling tale of the
great detective’s daughter and her companion Dr. John Watson, Jr. as they investigate a murder at the highest levels of British society. 1914.
Joanna Blalock’s keen mind and incredible insight lead her to become a highly-skilled nurse, one of the few professions that allow her to use
her finely-tuned brain. But when she and her ten-year-old son witness a man fall to his death, apparently by suicide, they are visited by the
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elderly Dr. John Watson and his charming, handsome son, Dr. John Watson Jr. Impressed by her forensic skills, they invite her to become
the third member of their investigative team. Caught up in a Holmesian mystery that spans from hidden treasure to the Second Afghan War of
1878-1880, Joanna and her companions must devise an ingenious plan to catch a murderer in the act while dodging familiar culprits,
Scotland Yard, and members of the British aristocracy. Unbeknownst to her, Joanna harbors a mystery of her own. The product of a one-time
assignation between the now dead Sherlock Holmes and Irene Adler, the only woman to ever outwit the famous detective, Joanna has
unwittingly inherited her parents’ deductive genius.

I'll Watch the Moon
Today, Shiva is a god. But four thousand years ago, he was just a man - until he brought his people to Meluha, a near-perfect empire
founded by the great king Lord Ram. There he discovered he was the Neelkanth, a barbarian long prophesied to be Meluha's saviour. But in
his hour of victory fighting the Chandravanshis - Meluha's enemy - he discovered they had their own prophecy. Now he must fight to uncover
the treachery within his inner circle, and unmask those who are about to destroy all that he has fought for. Shiva is about to learn that good
and evil are two sides of the same coin

The Oath of the Vayuputras
The Amish Teacher's Gift
In Southern Maryland's serene Amish country, one young woman's life is changed by an unexpected request . . . "She's yours." Until now,
Rosanna Mast's hopes for the future have all revolved around handsome Henry Zook. But when a young Englisch girl places her newborn
daughter in Rosanna's arms and utters those words, shock quickly turns to fierce, protective devotion. Between helping her midwife mamm
and caring for her own siblings, Rosanna has plenty of experience with babies. And who wouldn't love a sweet-natured boppli like little
Mollie? Yet to her dismay, Henry has no intention of ever taking on another man's child. Instead, it is steady, thoughtful Paul Hertzler who
becomes Rosanna's staunch supporter. Paul knows he should have acted sooner on his feelings for Rosanna. Now, as her dream of
adopting Mollie meets unexpected hurdles, he sees a way to help. Rosanna would do anything to keep baby Mollie--perhaps even agree to
marriage. But will Rosanna continue to hold him at arm's length, or see that he longs to offer her the love and family she deserves?

The Orphan Collector
When Love Finds You
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The first novel in the Amish Seasons series brings with it the heat of summer, the shadows of the past, and a chance for a woman to win the
heart of the only man she's ever loved--her husband. The death of Jacob Lapp, a beloved member of the Amish community and the builder of
the Stonyfield Farm Stand, is difficult for all. On the day of Jacob's funeral, his beloved daughter Miriam must deal with her grief as well as
mounting apprehension, knowing that she will soon see her sister Sarah who left the Amish community to live the Englisch life several years
ago. Sarah's arrival forces Miriam to face the problems in her marriage. She has been unable to give her husband, Daniel, a child and fears
he is not happy. Miriam has always suspected that Daniels's heart truly lies with her sister, and she worries about the effect Sarah's return will
have on their already strained marriage. But when a disaster threatens the farm stand, everyone must come together, allowing new hope to
grow not only for the community, but for Miriam as well.

The Amish Wedding Promise
"Leisel Bachmann left her Amish roots and beloved sisters to pursue a career in medicine without a second thought. She has an Englisch
boyfriend and dreams of a new life--but those dreams come crashing down when her sister Marie is diagnosed with cancer. She gains insight
from the story of her grandfather's struggle during World War II"--

The Amish Widow's Rescue
Sometimes love is where you least expect it Sarah Yoder has always dreamed of having a family of her own. But with no eligible prospects,
she's beginning to worry--until the Rabor brothers return to Cedar Grove. Sarah and Isaac Rabor walked out together the summer they were
sixteen, so perhaps he's the one. If only she had a little help catching his eye Levi Rabor has no interest in marriage. When his mother
reveals her plans to deed the family farm to the first son who marries, Levi has a plan to ensure that it isn't him: a pretend courtship with
Sarah to nudge his competitive brother in her direction. Then Levi can leave town to train racehorses--just as he wanted. So why does
Sarah--with her vision of a peaceful, happy life on the land--make his heart gallop? Perhaps the answer lies in the promise of how sweetly
surprising love can be.

The Lives of Amish Women
In River Haven, a mysterious visitor brings two lonely hearts together Joanna Kohler treasures the independence her Amish quilt shop
provides. She rarely leans on others, yet finding an injured woman on her property makes her grateful for the store owner next door, Noah
Troyer. Calm and unflappable, Noah offers support. He also points out the strong resemblance between Joanna and the unconscious
stranger Noah may admire Joanna, but the bishop's daughter is out of reach. Though he's made a good life, Noah still feels shadowed by the
shame his father brought on the community. But it's his duty to aid his lovely neighbor, especially when danger draws close. As he and
Joanna unearth answers about her past, Noah will have to confront his own if he's to have a chance at building a future with the woman he'll
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love forever.

Amish Escape
Prepare for a double dose of romance and fun in this first installment of the Amish Mail-Order Bride series when two sets of twins find love.
Amanda King has a string of broken relationships in her past, so when her identical twin sister, Darla, shows her an ad claiming the
community of Birch Creek is teeming with eligible Amish bachelors, she tries to convince Darla men aren't worth the trouble. But once Darla
sets her mind on something, it's hard to convince the eternally optimistic girl to change her mind. In order to make sure Darla stays out of
trouble, Amanda reluctantly agrees to follow Darla to Birch Creek. Zeb and Zeke Bontrager have always been known as the "handsome
twins" in their Amish community. They've watched as several of their many siblings have stumbled into love, and they're not having any of it.
Besides, who is there to date in a community severely lacking in young women? When Amanda and Darla arrive in Birch Creek, all of the
carefully laid plans Zeb and Zeke had fly out the window as the four young people learn lessons about love, betrayal, and faith in this first
installment of the Amish Mail-Order Bride series.

A Faithful Gathering
Can they have a future together? The Amish Widower's Twins by Jo Ann Brown Moving far away from her first love is the perfect remedy for
Leanna Wagler's broken heart--until he buys the neighboring farm. Now Leanna is in an unexpected position: temporary nanny to Gabriel
Miller's adorable twins. Though his kinder need her, Leanna spells trouble for the Amish widowerbecause a second chance with her means
betraying a secret he's honor-bound to protect. Finding Her Amish Love by Rebecca Kertz After her father's passing, Ruth Fisher is required
to sell her family furniture business. She plans to leave the Amish community to pursue an Englisch education--until she meets the new
owner. Malachi Schrock has ambitious plans for her father's store, but when the transition sparks an unexpected attraction, could following
her heart mean staying in Miller's Creek forever?

Woman of Courage
Can they have a future together? The Amish Widower’s Twins by Jo Ann Brown Moving far away from her first love is the perfect remedy for
Leanna Wagler’s broken heart—until he buys the neighboring farm. Now Leanna is in an unexpected position: temporary nanny to Gabriel
Miller’s adorable twins. Though his kinder need her, Leanna spells trouble for the Amish widower…because a second chance with her means
betraying a secret he’s honor-bound to protect. Finding Her Amish Love by Rebecca Kertz After her father’s passing, Ruth Fisher is required
to sell her family furniture business. She plans to leave the Amish community to pursue an Englisch education—until she meets the new
owner. Malachi Schrock has ambitious plans for her father’s store, but when the transition sparks an unexpected attraction, could following
her heart mean staying in Miller’s Creek forever?
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The Amish Nurse's Suitor (Mills & Boon Love Inspired) (Amish of Serenity Ridge, Book 2)
Take a three-thousand mile journey with Amanda Pearson as she joins the work at a Quaker mission. Then read the newly-written sequel
about Little Fawn.

The Promise
In the fall of 1918, thirteen-year-old German immigrant Pia Lange longs to be far from Philadelphia's overcrowded slums and the antiimmigrant sentiment that compelled her father to enlist in the U.S. Army. But as her city celebrates the end of war, an even more urgent
threat arrives: the Spanish flu. Funeral crepe and quarantine signs appear on doors as victims drop dead in the streets and desperate
survivors wear white masks to ward off illness. When food runs out in the cramped tenement she calls home, Pia must venture alone into the
quarantined city in search of supplies, leaving her baby brothers behind.

His Accidental Amish Family
Her career took her into the Englisch world Is love enough to bring her home?

Rosanna's Gift
In the picturesque Amish community of Lancaster, Pennsylvania, life’s detours may prove the path to true happiness . . . After a buggy
accident when she was a teenager, Anna Flaud was told she would never walk again. Unwilling to be an object of pity, she put aside her
dreams of marriage and found purpose as an assistant at a Community Care Center. Now she has a chance to fulfill her dearest
wish—motherhood—and adopt three siblings with special needs. Yet the opportunity comes with a condition Anna isn’t sure she can meet:
finding a husband. Levi King began working at the center as penance after a careless mistake led to tragedy. Though he’s dealing with his
own heartbreak, he’s drawn to Anna, cheering her on as she strives to regain her mobility. Her quiet determination, her generous
heart—these are qualities to cherish in a wife. Still, Anna’s plans give him pause. Given his past, Levi hardly trusts himself to care for one
child, let alone three. Yet together, perhaps they could forge a family made sturdier by all they’ve overcome . . .

Amish Protector
Enjoy this lovely Amish romance from bestselling author Patricia Davids, part of sweet Amish Bachelors series New beginnings. New job.
New love? Amish life is full of surprises… After a broken engagement, Helen Zook is embracing her independence—starting with a new job
working for carpenter Mark Bowman. Sparks fly as Helen immediately butts heads with her handsome yet gruff boss, whose complicated past
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makes him hesitant to plant roots in Bowmans Crossing. But Helen’s eccentric aunt and a matchmaking basset hound have their own plans
for Helen and Mark’s future… From Love Inspired: Uplifting stories of faith, forgiveness, and hope. Experience more heartwarming Amish
romances in the rest of the Amish Bachelors series: An Amish Harvest An Amish Noel His Amish Teacher Their Pretend Amish Courtship
Amish Christmas Twins His New Amish Family

Loving Jenna
They need her help. She needs them An Amish bachelor. A motherless child. Can she turn them into a real family? Schoolteacher Patience
Flaud longs for a family of her own--but knows it can never happen. At least she can help Amish bachelor Thomas Wiebe with his small
Englisher daughter. As she settles the child into Amish life, Patience begins falling for the bewildered new father and his heartbroken little girl.
But is love enough to make them a permanent family?

Assessing Genetic Risks
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY BESTSELLER * A marriage is tested in this Old Order Amish novel of longing for renewed love and a path for
forgiveness from the best-selling author of Gathering the Threads. Old Order Amish wife and mother Jemima has put her marriage and family
ahead of herself for years. She's set herself aside. Raising four children, she's followed all the rules and has been patient in looking forward
to her time to chase a dream of her own. But when she finds out that her life savings for pursuing that dream is gone--and her husband, Roy,
has been hiding a child with another woman--her entire world is shattered. Will she be able to listen to God and love Roy's child? With so
much at stake, how can she and Roy fix their relationship before their lives come crashing down?

Jeb's Wife
Offering readers a more sophisticated understanding of the Amish and of sexual expression among cultures, Serpent in the Garden will
appeal to scholars working on gender and sexuality, the Amish, and social service professionals who serve the Amish community.

Buried Secrets
Will a baby girl bring them together at last? She’ll do anything for her niece…Even marry the man who broke her heart. Nothing can keep
May Bender in her Amish hometown—except caring for her baby niece. But the bishop insists that May also marry her widowed brother-inlaw, Thad Hochstedler—the beau who jilted her to wed her sister. Can May risk her heart long enough to learn the real reason for Thad’s first
marriage…and possibly rediscover their love?
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